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problems. This study is not .<i with the p:

of solutions for military problems; rather, it is concerned

with an analysis of the sociological topic of co
_ 1

zation. One of the particular foci is to inquire into the

effects of leadership and primary groups on the peat' .

of a complex organization.

Organisational studies to date have had li]

cess in studying leadership, and primary groups. Host sti

of leadership have gravitated toward two presumably crucial.

clusters of leadership attitudes and behaviors, i. e £? the

2democratic and the authoritarian style of leadership, £

students found that one style of leadership (e. g. democratic

leadership) tends to increase organizational effectiveness,-

but otllers found in different orgai .izations that a sir :

Soc
"'"Charles H< Coats s and. Role aid J. Pel 1<

:

'

••;
-'.-',

-
'

ice. dnhe f; i wot of Stouffer's gr<

-
5
(Princeton University Press

s 194*9) ? is

'Fred E. Fiedler, "The Contingency Model: A Th<
of Leadership Effectiveness, ,! in Harold Proshansky & Be]

.
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conceptual scheme is needed not only by I; it also by

most other students of leadei groups,

study is :
;; ''' ; to clarify a few proble •

• :

"

construction of a proper con:-:.. ' "
: scheme.

Furthermore, this study may be bhe fi: b soci '. gical

study of a Chinese military unite Though the author cannot

estimate the extent that this Air Police company could •

sent other tactical units of the Chinese army, this stuc

s< 3E d bo have revealed some problems which occi ? in oti

units as well, bindings might ha interesting despite their

theoretical implications

.

Review of Literature

Complex organizations are defined as goal-oriented

social systems. Parsons claimed, "although an organization

must solve several basic problems if it is to continue to

operate- priority is given to chose processes most directly

involved with the success or failure of goal-attain-!:

p,

ende >vors. n Therefore, the problem of organisational el

tiveness or of the function of goal-attainment is a ce '

.1

on.e in most organizational studies and in the present study.

Many elements of an organization may bo relevant to its

aol levement of goals. But this review of literatur includes

only studies concerned with the effects of le; .:' n. '-'g and

P
: 'any groups on V • ... .

~ '

.

.' '
o: nee.
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sut> '
' [So---Many studios suggested that .

of leadership tends to :'

i the supportive behavior of

'

:
'

, the] Tore, it tends to increase o: : onal

effei biveness. Based on his study of . rican industry, Iiayo

stated that the mod . administ bor must above all aim at

achieving the spontaneous—!, c, voluntary cooperation i

followers; to do this, b \ r ' t
'

:

ik. Qi - om :. dcation witl

followers in much broader tei is tb bl .; of logical self--

inter st and r< tio ] understanding- . „ • through leader-

follower communication an equilibrium highly resistant to out-

side pressures and expressive of high morale will result in

] P
the work group. Iiayo ' s theory of e nocratic leadership has

been supported and furthered by many other studies. Homans

added that, through the establishment of such an equilibrii
,

a sustained increase in productivity may be expected to follow

all other factors (e. g. , technical skills of the lead.er)

13
equal."'' Some findings also suggested that the opposite s1

of leadership, the authoritarian leadership, which emphasizes

tbe delegation of authority, •: is disfunctione.1. Here, for

•

S yo, ( cit.
,

p. 72. Mayo : i ht b€ "

. first
student who has '

it< atic ally f< ?
: la1 .

:

.

' :>ry of demo-
cratic 3 :

' Lp.

3
'-5

"^George C. Homans, "( ad i i .eeker Produc-

Gary A, ;tei; r, < cit., pp ...-,.. > Pac] -

. 3
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3 hip can indeed be a crucial cc

composed of persons with personality 3 hicb. can best be

satisfied by authoritative protection or in primary groups

operating in situations which bring these needs for pate:

.

~
, . . M P „16projection ro me fore« !i

The second type of disagreement is that to gain tl

support by followers may be impossible or difficult in s

organizations. As Leighton found in Japane tion

centers, attempts at gaining informal support have proved tc

be a failure. The delegation of authority seemed '

; = the

only effective means of organizational co brol in _. iza-

tions where leaders confronted highly alienated lower par-
"! 9 1

ticipants* This also has been true in forces, laser esses-"

The third type of disagreement is that democratic

leaders tend to avoid hard decisions. Through the "par!

all

,

-,] " -

of the

ciples and Recoir russtfeus isased or . . ence at a Japanese
EHIgJi -»' l-7^ U^i'ce.roiiViiV T.T "Prince ton U. Press, 194-5),
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to thi- b -

'

;.,tle the conl

versy, Ber< ] i and Steiner :r ......-.• " that the best organiza-

tional leader is the one who firmly keeps the goal before his

subordinates and urges them to attain the goal, "but also

P3
treats them like human beings."' Some empirical findings •

support this idea* As Kahn ?^ J d, the best foremen in manu-

facturing situations were both production and employee-

24
oriented. ' In testing opinions of aircraft commanders,

Halpin found the effective leaders were ranked high on both

25
types of roles. x This is also true in a study of collej

26
department heads

.

" Homans agreed: he stated that a for

leader may be more successful in his own job if he has some-

thing of the informal leader about him too. But, he also

stated, this only adds to the evidence that the two are not

the same. ' As studies of relocation centers and forced labor

'The L€

Administration, The Ohio State

*°John K. Hemphill, »]
. Behavior Associate : wit'

the Administral .'-ions of College . sp ri 2nts," in
Lil] and Coons, Ibid. , p. 81.

'Georg
.

'

' OUrt , B3?c ....;
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su] .

: .'. .-: participants in some organizations c

democratic practices might be useless in relocation camps. In

the Chinese Air Police company, professional sergeants s

plained a reserve officer's democratic actions as "lack of

experience in commanding soldiers," Moreover, some char-

acteristics of leadership behavior., ether than democratic-

authoritarian dichotomy, might also increase support fro

subordinates.. The political officer in the Air Police c<

for example, acquired respect from subordinates by his si

of courage in stopping a bloody fight between two soldiers.

Soldiers seemed to esteem masculinity. It is more precise

to state that any style of leadership which can gratify the

subordinates' needs or agrees with the subordinates' values

tends to evoke voluntary support from the followers.

If leaders find no way to gratify subordinates' needs

without sacrificing the purposes of the organization, they

have to stress the use of available sanctions to force si
"

ordinates to conform. If no effective sanctions are ava:

or if the application of sanction is difficult because tl 3

dj.fi an •;:.' :'•.-- rk icult to r'otect, the arc of sanctions m:

evoke little compliance. Leaders might be forced to try to

acquire voluntary support from subordinates. In most organi-

sations, leaders may be able to gratify some needs of sub-

ordj at s on the one hand, and to force subordinates wit

s : ct ;

< <
1 bl

It seems to be mere fruitful to clarify the effects
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of the primary grcnp iredor t!u •-'/
. . e.' r

specifically defined by Shils end Janowitz in e.n analysis of

the effects of Allied psychological warfare on tb Wei acht.

They concluded that the continued effectiveness of the indi-

vidual combat soldier was a function of his immediate prj

group
2

to the extent that it met his basic needs , offered him

affection and esteem from both officers end comrades, supplied

him with a sense of power, and adequately regulated his rela-

tion to authority. There was also recognition of the sig-

nificance to the primary group of the continued functioning

3]
of top command and supply echelons.

In an experimental study, Goodacre even concluded that

the cohesion of primary groups was a reliable predictor of the

combat effectiveness of tactic units." " A positive relation

between cohesive primary groups and effectiveness has also

been found in industrial situations.

However, highly cohesive primary groups may also

decrease productivity. Mouton, Blake, and Fruchter reported

a positive relation between group attractiveness and effec-

tiveness in military crews, but also reported results on

b; i -ball teams and survey tern-:; r> v\>- : ' fin:' was a negative

32^Goodacre, op. cit.

:
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'

1. They may provide e xo-

'

.' ic is necessary for improving coj i

'

tion, maintaining group unity, or resisting hardship in

34

io-

L. Wove:-'/ 1

,

^Stoi • /
,

36^Stanley Schachter, Norris l, Dorothy
of Cohesiveness and

1951), pp. 229- :
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certain situations thereby contributing to organization

effectiveness." Homans said that primary groups tend to

produce a positive surplus, a margin oi se quali-

ties the group needs for survival (morale, leadership, con-

trol, extensions of the range of social contacts) and that

this surplus may be used, not simply to maintain the existing

adaptation of the group to its environment but to achieve a

39
new and better adaptation. . Too much friendship however,

may reduce the total amount of energy available for car;

.

4-0
out the group's magor purpose. Tiie disfunction of high-

cohesion primary groups in basketball teams seems to sueepjort

this assumption.

One question which has remained is what is the proper-

amount of cohesion necessary for effective performance in an

organization? A precise answer has not been found; but we

can say that the more hostile the environment in which an

organization operates the higher cohesion needed . An army

unit in combat situation obviously needs more y *

. ela-

tionships than a unit in reserve for maintaining effective-

performance.

J Stuart Adams, "Status Congruency as a Variable in
Small Group Performance," Social/. XXXII, (Oct. 1953),
pp. 16-22.

39"^George 0. lie: • (New York:
Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc., 1950J, pp. 271-2?2.

40
S. Paul Torrance, "Sociometric Techn: ues for

Diagnosing Group Ills," Soci/ 'III (Dec. 1955), p. 34-7-

Mouton, et. al. , c cit
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4-5
ps. ' Stouffer and his

associates, interviewing several hundred American infantry

and artillery officers who led me -

:'
] c< Viat against Japan,

only 5 per cent said they had ever obser\

.

42
"Hare, ojd. cit.

, p. 10.

^Schachter, et. a] c 3it.

e odore Caplow
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comp8.ny-gra.cle oifi< .

:
:

I q j

before combat later turn out to be a successful com

leader. ''"' Similar phenomena have also been found among

Concepts

One of the universal phenomena existing in different

organizations is called "compliance

.

1! Since the co

of personnel is closely related to the problem of organiza-

tional effectiveness, it has been an important topic in many

studies. If personnel refuse to comply with an order , the

task might not be properly completed. Many organizational

ble ; affect the compliance of personnel, but, in

this study, emphasis will be on the effects of leadership and

primary groups. The key concepts will be compliance, lea

ship
5
and primary groups.

A student who has his operational definitions of con-

cepts at the beginning of hie study nay tend to perceive tl

phenomena according to his definitions and to explain tb .

.'
i

ways to fit his definitions. Therefore, he may confront a

danger of losing his objectivity. In this study, concepts

have beer defined only after the data have been collected.

It was a consc: > purpose to define the concepts to fit the

phenomena under stud; r than vice versa. Moreover, the

;., p. 850

.

' "' !

•

-

.

i ]
'.'.. Gouldner,
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order once a week may have si ov; .. • hig]

ance than the one who violates ten times a w< k; one who

conforms to ten detailed directives has complied to a hi
'

e than the one who conforms to only five.

Some . subordinates comply with orders chiefly be<

the orders are supported by sanctions. And some comply

chiefly because the content of orders, or the leader who ;':_ -.

•

the orders, is satisfactory, to tl Based on this obsei

tion, two types of compliance could be singled out:

1. Mechanical compliance: Subordinates comply with

orders because of the threat of sanction. If i'

threat of sanctions vanishes, compliance will dis-

continue. Thus, soldiers may disconform to an order

after officers stop punishing the violators.

2. Voluntary compliance means that subordinates comply

because the content of orders or the leader who

gives the orders is desirable (or the organization

is legitimised). Therefore, though without the

threat of sanctions, compliance may continue. Thus,

soldiers may conform to certain orders even when they

know that officers will rot punish the violators.

A Definition of Primary Group

Prj coup is second hey concept in this analysis.

It is defined as smell social £
<

: m in which social

4-8
b ' rion :i .,< b Lmate face-to-face relations.

Janowitz and Little, i

, p. 77*
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a measurable variable.

commitments to their common ideals, their willingness to help

one another at the cost of ti convenience, anc

often measured by students, their stic therness. Such

co: mitments and attacl :

e may be na: "'

is the cohesion of

primary group. Then, a primary group may be of relatively

high or low cohesion.

Primary g :.. -. -
i sually to be small since the

strong emotional attachments anion s could hardly be

developed among a large group of persons. However, there

should be no definite limits for the size of a prim;

In a military organization, an all-male commune, a 1<

number of soldiers might be intimate friends to one another.

They could be, more or less, a primary group, though they

may be a group of lower cohesion.

Hypotheses (primary group and compliance)

Due to the nature of the Air Police company, this

study is intended to examine the effects of primary groups

in only one organisational situation. By consider:! :.;

problem of compliance, this situation may be defined as

follows: the situation in which (1) lower participants are

highly dissatisfied with the organization (or/ and the con-

tent of official orders are contradictory to lower partici-

pants' needs), and (2) official orders are supported by the

t hi'eat of severe, pun

j

One might sup; ie that c
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of person ... a
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case of the Air Poll ) c

attachments which are strong enougl tl " ssitate to

see one another severely punished, the unity of a large \

of personnel tends to reduce the compliance.

A large group may hear sore characteristics of a pri-

mary group
5
although it can hardly he as cohesive as smaller

groups. Tbe large group nay he named as infernal group:"

or large primary group of Ion cohesion if it more or less

hears the characteristics of a primary group.

Hypothesis II

In an organisational situation in which (1) loner partici-

pants are highly dissatisfied with the organization, a;

(2) the official orders are supported hy severe punish-'

ments, there is an inverse relation between the compli-

ance of loner participants and the cohesion of the group

of a large number or all lower participants, (about JO in

the case of the Air Police company.)

The relations assumed in the first two hypotheses

could be seen in comparisons between the attitudes and activi-

ties of members of primary groups ami of marginal men who were

relatively isol; t d A o bheir fellow enlisted men, or by

ing the activities of personnel in different periods of

tine in which the average cohesions of primary groups were

obviously different. The official records provide info:,

tion for comparisons of deviant rates in different pe-riods of

b i i and c categor: nel.
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I -in began to obey. This for:
'

;

]

;b based on sanctions provided by the organization, is

chiefly ac '

; the leader; he has to be able to create a

threat over subordinates by effectively applying sanctions.

]
! s tern, tl -. " " ' ":'

" / .:' rity
a
means the leader's

efforts to .

'
'' the threat of formal sanctions wl :

subordinates conform.

For a.] leadership i^s different from for; '' ;tions

in another sense. An officer nay not need actually to apply

sanctions 3V( ,
'

te v;hen he gives orders. Subordinates

obey simply because they believe they may be punished,

the threat of the formal leadership may possibly exist even

if the application of formal sanctions is not really possible.

In the Air Police company, leaders relied chiefly on

punishment rather than reward to force subordinates to con-

form. Therefore, the term, "the threat of punishment ,
" as

one type of formal leadership, has been used in this study to

avoid a confusion with the positive sanctions, rewards. Both

types of leadership are not assumed to have the same functions

The hypothesis about the formal leadership which will

be tested is:

Hypothesis III

In an organizational situation in which official orders

are frequently contradictory to lo .

'' ip< it
!

values and needs, c ip]

:

; e tends to var^ Ling to

the threat of pun;;
'

inve: re] tionship is

3
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labor camps, the support from subordinates could not

acquired when an organization confronts a group oi

alienated lower participants. It seems tl
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the purposes of the organization. A i< actio ; fre-

quently intensify subordinates' dissatisfactions (if his

orders are particularly disliked "by subordinate 3).

The discussions above do not contradict the folic

hypothesis.

Hyp 1h e si s I

V

The voluntary compliance of subordinates tends to vary

according to the leader's ability to gratify subordinates'

needs.

If orders given by a leader are the main sources of the sub-

ordinates' dissatisfactions, the leader would be unable to

gratify the subordinates' needs.

The professional sergeants and the draftees repre-

sented two groups of highly dissatisfied lower participants

in the Air Police company. Draftees were essentially dis-

satisfied with the content of most orders they received, but

the sergeants were dissatisfied chiefly with their low pay,

low status in both military and civilian society, and their

difficulty in getting married. To draftees, leaders found

no way to gratify their needs since they were interested in

only doing less work. But to professionals, leaders could

gratify their needs without avoiding hard orders.

It is important that no assumption has been made that

leadership includes all factors "which tend to evoke compli-

ance of subordinates. Haulier, it denotes only the few fac-

tors which a leader acquires more or less by his own ef."
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usually questions people being studied about their .

;

and activities, and, on. the other hand, he depends heavily

upon patient and painstaking observation. ** Thus, he co-

record a wide range of data in detail, watch closelj

c ging sequence of events, and observe the actual situation

which might be distorted by an outsider. A participant

observer could also uncover many late] b p ' terns of behavior-

patterns the participants themselves are not completely aware

of and so cannot report—--by piecing together a wide variety

of relevant details and insights. Consciously or unconsciously

a professional sergeant would not admit that their inhumanity

toward draftees was a defensive mechanism which stem "

'

their own permanent low status in the military and their

rejection by the civilian society.

Despite the advantages, a participant observer would

confront many problems in his questioning and observing, in

using observational data to test hypotheses, and in present-

ing his data in the final report. The success of his study

would very much depend upon his efforts in confronting these

problems. Some of the problems confronted by the author and

his efforts to solve them were:

55
So: t pies of this hind of stud; ax ; uldner,

opjL„_cit . , Broni 3 t Malinowski, Crime anc .

'

•

'

.

^aicago: U. oj. \. . -/ess,

nee," in li. Janowitz, ed. , c
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of their activit: '' h had. viol;

o fficial ru 1 e s

.

A hard, but effective, way to solve this problem was

to spend more time trying to observe them* By spen
'

'

several nights with a group of privates, to chat with tl

to play games with them, and to buy ice-cream for them, they

even told the author how they el' . bh-ei: work and

how three of then shared one girl friend. They also toL

author that they would, call a fellow private who refused to

help others to shirk the "Commander 5

s big son. " They told

about their deviant behavior also partially because of their

common image that all reserve officers were "easy-going."

However, the author could neb always be too close to

enlisted men; he had been frequently warned by the commander

who believed that officers should maintain a distance from

enlisted men. So he sometimes also relied on official records

to make estimates of the frequency of some kinds of deviant

beb , lor. Since official information was provided by an

institutional and standardized check system by professional

sergeants and all officers in any hour day and night, the

information should be relatively reliable. Furthermore, the •

author bad tried to cross chock any information lie found.

There were also advantages for the observer in hold-

ing an office. He could easily observe the operation of the

formal co ' l, and he could have access to most of

the offie? al &< >cm snts.
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course in the company. For improving reading effici

students (all enlii ' ; men), he tried to apply group pre

He let itude b i 'rose their own reading partners, ..
' or<

ized then into groups according to their- own choices. If any.

one of a reading group failed to pass the rs?hj.y exs :

the whole group would have no off-days in the next two weeks.

In such a situation, every one liked to have good readers as

his reading partners. Students would not choose a "bad reader

unless he was involved very much in a primary relationship

with the had reader. Based on this assumption, a dual ques-

tion questionnaire had "been made:

1. With whom would you like to he in the same squad?
2. Whom would you like to have as your reading partners?

The first question was a rather reliable indicator of

the membership of primary group according to observations, hut

it did not tell the degree of emotional involvement of m

hers of groups* Both the ones who had strong attachments to

others and the ones who had little attachments to others

their first and second choices. The reciprocal choices c .

'

;
'

not accurately tell the emotional involvement either. Three

out of twelve marginal men who obviously shewed their low

emotional attachments to their companions had exchanged d

choices with others. As one said;

. . . I have close, frii i in the company. . . . But I
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this, the author had corrected any notable

to his interviews and observations.

2. If the reduction in off-days was not a threat to

respondents, then, they would not consider- .' u per-

sons they chose were good readers or note This prob!

not significant since all enlisted men were afraid of the

reduction of their off-days. Enlisted men thought that it

was an unbearable punishment to them.

3* The third problem was that the respondents might

not be able to identify good readers. Concerning this the

author bad identified about one third of the students as good

readers who never failed in previous examinations. He re-

ported to students the results of examinations before giving

the tests and reported only good readers. Moreover, he had

purposely assigned more marginal men and low involved members

of primary groups as good readers for the better control of

the first problem he nust mentioned.

Using Observational Data to
Support Hypotheses

The i h c 'i
-

1,
1* - i r " c" ' ^ 1 d' 1

;' .- .:: i .... I

observed has been treated as unique. Its meaning has to be

nudged by the reference of the unique situation in which the

event happens. To take the face-value of any event is c

ous. When the ..."
.

' is an oper< biv€ officer wb 1 actually

operates the whole company, enlisted 1 1 sry < Iten ve:

the hards 1

'

1

'
' laily life; .: 3 the presence of
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Tb : : f; c bs .'
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datum should he consistent with all other relevant data.

The Problem of Testing Hypotheses

M. Wo Riley classified observational studies in gen-

eral as exploratory in objective rather than hypothesis-

55
testing-. y In other words, observational studies are more

capable of creating hypotheses than testing hypotheses. The

researcher can find no way to make objective statements about

the frequency and distribution of phenomena, or to suggest a

correlation coefficient to a relation between variables . The

author however, should support his hypotheses as solidly as

possible.

In a few cases, students may deal with what have ' n

called "quasi-statistics, " in checking the frequency and dis-

tribution of phenomena. "His conclusions, while implici

.

numerical, do not require precise quantification. . . . In

assessing the evidence for such a conclusion, the observer

decides, if possible, how likely it is that his conclusion

about the frequency or distribution of some phenomenon is an

accurate quasi-statistic, just as the statistician decides.

,
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In this T"ay, the reader would be able to, folic.

of the analysis and to see how and on what basis any coj

sion was reached. This would give the reader, as to present

modes of statistical presentation, an opportunity to make

his own judgment as to the adequacy of the proof and

degree of confidence to be assigned to the conclusion. °

She author of this study tried his best to of: :

support for his hypotheses/ He was not able to test or prove

his hypotheses in precise ways as other observers. He

therefore offers his results as suggestive of results which

might be obtained, rather than as a definitive test of

hypotheses.

in Participant Observation,' 1 American j cal Review
(Dec. 1958), pp. 652-660.

590ne of few stud I who have been able to collect
data in relatr a ' dized forms capable of being trans-
formed .to b tl as bions of statistical tests is
Peter . - Blau'i , "Go-operation > Co Ltioi is a 3uri
racy, !:

'
.' a ("

. .

;:':-, 59) » ??• 53 5:
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The separation of c i

.3 was observed in their leisure activities.

did any draftee play checkers , or billiards, or chat

sergeant or an officer in the barracks. Most draftees 1
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obsi rved bl f :

i

' the second i

o l§ bhem, ten designated only one person as the clos:,

nine designated two, four designated three, three design t

four, one designated six, and six were marginal r^n who had

no strong attachments to anyone else in the company. Only

about 29 per cent of all choices .made by them were reciprocated,

Thus the group of draftees was a network of interpersonal

linkages. Smaller primary groups could be roughly identified,

but most of them were linked with one another. As obsej .

draftees often chatted together in their bed rooms in groups

of six or more. These groups were much larger than the -
i

" \

of best friends any one of them had.

The Cohesion of Primary Groups

Dissatisfied soldiers*—-Dr; Ftees ..ere typically dis-

satisfied with their ?,..'•
"'

:

; te:m liv o -3 ; tr- \ felt 'chat their

routine of standing on posts for six to eight hours a day plus

training and other irregular work was tiresome. They felt

that the authoritarian military co mand was unbearable, end

the two years of service disrupt::." thei] plans. Among twenty-

eight draftees questioned, none had shown high satisfaction;

fourteen said that the military life was not desirable but

they could well adjust to it 5 eight said that it was highly

undesirable but they were able to adjust to it because they

h bo; six reported that it was simply 1 ibearable and they

"One draftee who was hospitalized thi
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tions might reflect draftees' hostility toward

bisfaction icial orders. Based on the
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" ti t thirty-four draftees in bl pany (a. raj

sample out of sixty-four draftees who had "been in the cc

for ?;oie then four < i

_, f ' - < '

'

- if '.

study), it seems accurate to state that draftees in gene

were dissatisfied with their work, their leaders, end the

organization as a whole.

Dissati sfac

t

i as £ basis
,

.of pri: ry u .--It

seems obvious that the share of common problems and hardship

by draftees was the most important basis for the cohesive pri-

mary groups among then and for the cohesion of the large group

of all draftees. Almost all draftees were consciously s

of the importance of friendship to them in confronting tb : :

hardships though some of them failed to find intimate fri

in the company. Eleven out of twenty-nine draftees reported

that friends would, help them in performing tasks and other

work which made their lives easier, such as:

When you feel really tired, your Kou-mer (buddy) would
stand two hours of post for you. When you have to go
home for an afternoon, squad, fellows will report to the
operative officer that they wou!'d share ewe: f
let you have a better chance to get the leave-permit
from the officer. . . . Even when you make your bee. (a
hard job for any draftee) yon :

." :• :e\s to help you, « .

We need friends in military more than anywhere else. . . .

(tape)

Friendship seems most important in fulfilling tl eir

emotional need.s. It provides them with a feeling of security

• Ld of being loved which they particularly need. Sixteen out

of nineteen draftees agreed that friendship had made tb j

b p Ler and they needed friendship more than ever.
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basis for most priroary relations. All th t nt;
.'

'

tended to take their need for fri. " hip Tor granted in con-

fronting their hardship; many felt that the author shoul .

their answers without asking then. It see b these

draftees seldom found others who didn't need friends in the

military.

Tj.me__,for inf >: 1 int rj bio: s i .0 Lg soldiers i

coi:ditioji f_or :

""
"

; of erij : - However,

draftees' need for friendship did not guarantee the develop-

ment of primary groups among them. They had to have chances

for contacts with one another "before they might become friends.

Fifteen out of twenty-six -had chosen their squad fellows who

could frequently 'make contact with them and help them as th:

best friend. Increase of time for leisure activities increased

the average degree of cohesion of each primary group and, also

of the group of all draftees (since the group of all draftees

was a group of linked primary groups).

Two socio-metric tests had been given, one at th

3

beginning of the second month of this study and one at the

beginning of the sixth month. Be.fo.ue the first test, all

draftees had been in the company for more than five months to

one year. Two-thirds of all draftees being questioned in the

second test had been in the company for just about four months.

m. Lght suppose that the first group (thirty-three) being

Just bh after ha ;'.-.•,-': /r-'p of draftees
be: I . 1 it tw t

" ; Is of all draftees in th<
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s.ched to cm :. i. dir Pores

Time in the company — —————-—————

—

More than five months 51*5 36*'z i- 12.1 33

Four months 73 = 7 18.-4- 7*9 38

*The mea ur<= snt of primary group participation see "Socio-
metric Test" on pages 33 to 3&°

The most plausible explanation seems to 'be that the

first group in which soldiers had higher sentiments i t . .

.'.

to their close friends was because they had more spare time to

make friends due to the reduction of official work. The second

group cf thirty-eight shared a little less work than the first

group of thirty-three; the second group usually stood on posts

for about six to eight hours while the first had to stand for

about eight to ten hours. The second group seemed also to

draw less irregular tasks such as to guard the president one

or two times a week, a few hours every time. The results of

the tests are shown in Table III,

It should be noticed that free interaction among

draftees was difficult while on duty.

Judging h: the i ;ultj of the "Socio i ^tric Test 5
' and

by reject: ng othei Lxigl; p< ;i > L .

'
; bio 3 of the
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iished, as described by them. In the Air Police cor:

where leaders could theoretically always apply unbearable

punishment to enforce their orders, and they could increase

the punishment until their orders were obeyed, draftees tended

to persuade their buddies to obey orders unless it was safe

to violate them. Since draftees were closely observed by

professional sergeants and officers, members of cohesive pri-

mary groups were indeed more likely to conform to official

orders. As a draftee stated in a conversation with the author:

. . . Lu (his best friend in the company) always got into
troy"1,'"!.:: becau ;e he liked to argue with our squad leader.
I always told him that we won't be here forever; w
couldn't we (just be patient and get through the two
years (of service) happily? . . . He agreed with roe but
sometimes he still couldn't control his temper. (tape)

As his friend, Lu, answered the author the next day: "Chai

was right. 1 am pretty sure that I have been changed by him.

If I have no Chai with me, I might have been .jailed many

times." Chai ' s influences on Lu could be seen in the official

records. Lu had been punished by his squad leader and the

operative officer fourteen times in the first month of this

study, but only five times in the third month and four times

in the fifth month.

Similar type of data about two other cohesive primary

groups had provided similar evidence. Draftees tended to

avoid boasting how they persuaded one another to obey orders

which would be conflicting with their negative sentiments to

the military. Hence, the ai
''

c ' L bo question other

1

:

i
..' . fashion, Ld 1 I

'
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members of primary groups. Hone of the. highly invol

"bers of primary groups had ever been on the black list. More-

over, the three low-participating members of primary groups

were among the five "fast~imp3?oved n ones according to the

reports from squad leaders and officers. It is important to

notice that marginal men consisted of only about 18.-4- to 36.4-

per cent of all draftees in the company according to the socio-

metric tests.

The study of the top deviants had further confirmed

the statement that leaders could easier overrule participants

of cohesive primary groups. No negative data could not be

explained « It was highly plausible that, in an organization

in which lower participants are dissatisfied and official

orders and rules are supported by severe punishments, compli-

ance of lower participants tends to vary accordingly with the

cohesion of primary groups to which, they belong.

This hypothesis makes necessary a modification of cur

conclusion of reviewed literature. It is insufficient to con-

clude that primary groups tend to increase compliance if their

goals are consistent with official orders. Primary groups

also tend to increase the compliance with inconsistent offi-

cial order if they find tb b .
• ;o .

•''.'
) c L1 jly induces

5
-jwvgi: 1 men 5 ati: ied according to socio-metric

identified acco: g to o " one

" is a good p 1
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nineteen draftees agi • 3 that fr: adshj Le tl

Many of them had also relate:;- their b Less to the:

help and consideration with friends, As one report

When there is one who would li] = to 1; you, to he
concerned for you, and to be a compa: *' foi you, and
when you ! Ike to do the same for hi of
you feel that you are still worth something.

From this data, there seems little doubt that prim; 3

relations provide a better adjustment of soldiers. Many tips

suggest that their better adjustments had m

the hardship and the inhumanity in the military were more

bearable. Therefore, the primary groups may increase compli-

ance. In asking twelve draftees why they disobeyed orders,

seven of the twelve voluntarily stated that: "if. they were

happier, they could better control their temper and they sure

would obey better." The remaining five, tin ugl they didn't

state it voluntarily, agreed with this stateme] t when the

author asked them. They also agreed that they had that ]

of experience before,

The twelve draftees were selected from a population of

thirty-seven draftees. They consistently reported that a

better adju could increase compliance. Their opin:

are probably those of the majority. They may have furtb

confirmed the hypothesis that cohesive primary groups tend to

increase the compliance with undesirable orders if the 0:

are supported by strong sanctions.
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carbine was dirty. The author soon found that at 1..

others were cleaning the pistols, and the one being punished

was cleaning his own carbine.

Once after an anti-spy exercise, when officers v:ere

tryj Lg to identify one draftee who had failed to stop an

offender with a bomb, one of the squad reported: 1!
. * . . It

was a mistake of all of us. We all should receive punish-

ment." It seemed that they. knew that officers could not

punish the whole squad too strongly, and they preferred to

share the punishment rather than, have one of tl rely

punished.

This norm of helping friends avoid punishment and

sharing punishment seemed not related directly to the prol

of compliance. Rather, it seemed to be a reflection of the

cohesion of smaller groups as well as a factor in strengthen-

ing the solidarity of groups

•

One might suppose that their share of hardship and

punishment might have reduced the threat of punish it ar

officer could apply and, therefore, might have reduced the

compliance of draftees with orders. This didn't seem t: i

since draftees felt guilty if they let their buddies sis

the hardship or the punishment they received. As one reported

to the operative officer, the author, after a few of his ..

fellows had been punishes because they shared the punish

he received: "These guys ;

1;
"

. I wou]

like o ' ' Lines the pu: Lsl not

punish them. ,;
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other posts by maka ?g a phono call. Ct 5 . ope:

the operative office would give an earl;; ig if he saw an

officer or a sergeant approaching the posts. Protected by

such a system, they could relax on pests., or write letters,

or listen to transistor radios. The officers found many had

been forced to conform to this norm by others; anyone who

refused to conform would be called "the commander's big son,"

ox "the operative officer' s*dog, " an unbearable insult to any

of them. The officers also found that almost all draftees,

guards or operators, had been commited to such a no:-'..

There were three reasons why it could not be a norm

of a primary group of small size.

1. Cohesive primary groups hesitated to risk it since

they felt it unbearable if one of them was punished severely.

It was the larger group which had attracted a certain amount

of loyalty from members but yet became a highly cohesive unity

tending to initiate a massive violation of official rules..

Actually, this warning system was discovered only after the

unity of all draftees had been recognized. Thirteen draftees

had been questioned in the fifth and the sixth month before

and after the warning system was found, nine of them clearly

stated that all draftees were their Ko-mer's. At the "beginning

of this study, only less than one-third of all draftees had

such a statement.

1 3 a &] i fte stats 3 in 1 . 3 ; er period of this study:

"... Chang is my best : tfa ] rnj , but all of us
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2c The warning system had to he performed by the

larger group because a larger group was less likely to feel

the threat of punish it. Five out of thirteen draftees

being questioned said they warned each other because they saw

that everybody did so. Two informants also said that many

guys simply dared not try if they did not see that many others

did so, and if they did not believe that everybody would not

betray him after being caught by the leaders. Every draftee

knew that the officers could not punish eight guards too

severely at one time if they deviated collectively. Even if

they would all be punished severely, they would feel much

better than being punished alone. Four draftees answered that

they all took it for granted.

J. Posted guards were occupants of offices and not

necessarily members of a friendship group. It would be unusual

if all guards posted at a given hour were members of a primary

group. Each squad provided only ore or two guards at any

given time, but more than half of the primary groups were

within each sou . .large: , up should have more chances

to heli) one another to devie'

Data seems to support that in an organizat: in which
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billiard game with draftees or officers. All old sergeants

were clearly an. informal interacting group rather than a

social, category in the Air Police company. One coul

observe two to ten old sergeants gathered together in coo

sati.on, or to watch T.V. , or to gamble (officially prohibited).

Smaller primary groups among old sergeants could only

be roughly identified; most of them belonged to the larger

group of all rather than to. a primary group of a few. In

answering the author's questions, only a few stated in the

following ways "Squad leader Chai, Chang, and I are best

friends. Wo are old timers who have been in th« units

for more than ten years." But most otti no. stated;

Comparatively I have been closer to Lairg and Chi, but
most old brothers are my old timers. ... I can get
along well with most of them$ or they might state: most
of us are good friends to each other, but we can hardly
say that any of us has a real friend,

Socio-metric questionnaires had been given to thirty

of the thirty-four old sergeants, but only two had made tl :

choices for partners. Six wrote on their questionnaires that

they would like to obey orders rather than to make choices

themselves. The rest did not answer at all.

Twelve sergeants who did not answer were questioned

further. Three did not give clear answers, and four others

said they were not accustomed to making "free choices" of

working partners. Seven of them said they were close to most

of the fellow old sergeants se th y e< aid not choose a few

and denounce all others. As one : - "We are all A
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primary groups ox two to three ol

These groups had a comparable degree of cohesion to that of

draftees. The remainder of the old sergeants had little emo-

tional attachments to one another.

Cohesion of Primary Groups

Old sergeants had plenty of spare time for contact

Q
with one another,-' and most of them had been in this comj

for more then three years, but they did not maintain cohesive

primary groups among them. This seemed to be because they

did not have as much need for primary relationship as draftees

did.

Through the long processes of socialization, they

seemed to be able to adjust well in the military; they tended

to take the authoritarian military command for granted as

reflected in their objections in answering socio-metric tests;

they complained about many things, but they seldom complained

that their work was boring and unbearable as draftees did.

The author joined their conversations almost every day. Pie

never heard any of them, complain that work was boring.

Their better adjustment in the military might be an

important reason for their lack of emotional attachments to

one another. They seemed to be loyal friends to others about

ten to seventeen years ago when they first joined the a:;
; ,

but their loyalty was d.is appearing as time passed by.

Tb tally c ried about si:: to nine hours of work
while c (to e] -. . n fc c ems.
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amy and because th life v;as easier in peacetime. Therefore,

they were less likely to be involved in highly intimate pri-

relationship. This generalization should be rati

reliable; since it is based upon many persons' close

observations.

The study of the primary groups among old sergeants

might indicate that personnel might not be able to maintain

cohesive primary groups if they did not need one another to a

certain degree even if they lived, worked, end played together,

and had chances to contact one another. On the other hand,

the study of draftees suggested that no matter how much per-

sonnel needed one another, they might not be able to find

intimate friends if they did not have chances to come in

contact with others.

Their better adjustment in the military, however, did

not mean that they were satisfied with the organization. They

were, in general, dissatisfied because of many chronic prob-

lems, i. e., the low pay, their permanent low status in mili-

tary and in the civilian! society, and their difficulties in

i arriage. Why did not these common problems create cohesive

primary groups among old sergeants?

The problems of low pay and low status seemed to oper-

ate to unite old sergeants together. It could be seen in

many incidents that old sergeants punished draftees to main-

tain their own slightly higher status and attached officers in

v !

' ;s to increase their status, at least in their
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unmarried., the majority. The sharing of the common proV

among singles was a factor which could well impede the unity

of smaller groups as well as the large group of all old ser-

geants. Usually competition of four or five for one girl

caused conflicts among them. ' As an informant said; ". . .

these crazy guys are still hostile to each other even after

all of them were rejected by the girl." Sometimes single

men attacked married ones because married men had two more

days off than they each month. As one stated in en official

meeting: "It is too unfair that we single men carry ext

work for these married ones and let them go home to hold

their wives." On the other hand, married old sergeants paid

much of their attentions to their own families rather than

friends in the company.

In general, there were less bases for the development

of primary groups among old sergeants than for draftees* It

seemed to be understandable that ten out of eighteen old ser-

geants questioned said that it would make little difference if

they were transferred to other units. On the other hand, only

one out of twelve draftees said that he would like to be in

any other unit. All the rest of there, would not be transferred.

The study of old sergeants shows that the sharing of common

problems and hardships roay not tie personnel together unless

friendship can reduce hardship or solve problems. The ce: ion

" All unmarried ones usually bad only enough time and
money to court a few lower class girls near the bass where the
company stationed.
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They su. -ciy maintained their distinction fr< 2s. Sel-

dom did an old sergeant fool around with, a draftee the

some draftees vjere sergeants (third class) also- If ore did,

he would be belittled by his fellow old sergeants as "on old

innocent kid" (an insult to old sergeants). They also in-

sisted that all draftees salute them. Thus thoy wanted a

sergeant third class draftee to salute an old sergeant second

class
5
but an old sergeant second class never saluted an old

sergeant first class. Their ritualism is obviously not because

of their conformity to official rules. Draftees also cc lc

not call old sergeants' first names; they had to call "sc

leader lee" even though Lee might be just a sergeant first

class military policeman, not realj.y a squad leader. The

first names could only be called among the group of old ser-

geants or by a higher* rank.

There were many more indications that their efforts

to maintain a higher status were likely a kind of defensive

reaction. Squad leaders, for example, often branded their

subordinates, draftees, "dead civilians." Other sergeants

often used this term in their conversation. This term might

be a projection of their frustration received from the civil-

ian society. Some squad leaders also did not like to see

draftees read text books which might remind old sergeants that

draftees had better formal education and might have better

future. As a draftee co pi u d: "Whenever I studied :'

spare time, the squad leader would always find seme stupid
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any other old sergeant who had ever tried to comforl

suffej?ed many times.

importantly, their striving for high

,

included belittling and. attacking officers- It was heroic

"behavior to disobey openly a disliked officer's orders. An

old sergeant who would disobey an officer would boast of it

for several days among his group. The author himself had

heard old sergeants criticize or belittle almost every officer

in the company. As one said in a group: !!
* . . What can the

political officer do? Ton see his dead appearance."

Another one blamed a company commander: "lie is simply

stupid. God damn, he knows only to give orders like an old

woman (give a lot of orders but cannot get things done). It

is us bad lucky guys who suffer." Other old sergeants who

were listening frequently shewed their approval. Old ser-

geants also had more reasons to belittle or to attack reserve

officers. Reserve officers usually did not like to punish old

sergeants. They usually were less capable of applying sanc-

tions to support their orders since some commanders s< .

;

would rather support old sergeants than reserve officers.

Reserve officers also did not have enough knowledge about

military policemen's tasks, therefore, gave more ' for

old sergeants to criticise tta . i I D.re importantly, reserve

officers in the military police units were typically sons or

close relatives of higl 3
"..'' officers or officials; bl

were i j reminders of old £ ' low status.
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psychologically. Their belittling professional offi<

also be due to similar reasons. criticized an offi-

cer, they seldom, forgot to mention that "the officer cared

only for his own promotion" and "he wanted just to impress

the higher command."

Old sergeants' attack on officers was to reduce their

compliance with official orders. Host of the time it sc

to be proper to say that old sergeants were well socialized

in the military community. They would obey unquestionably

orders from a disliked officer though their obedience might

be partially because of the threat of punishment. But when

some events happened that evoked hostility, then, one or two

might initiate an attack on a certain officer. If the officer

failed to stop the attack on him, many others would begin to

disobey. A reserve officer once was criticised for his care-

lessness in handling the "welfare fund," a small amount of

money belonging to all personnel of the company. He did not

effectively stop the critics at the beginning, and finally the

hostility of old sergeants toward him materialized and sprea.d

widely among all sergeants. During that period of time, the

officer simply could hardly issue a new order and make every-

body obey.

It was important to no bice that their action of attack-

ing officers and disobeying orders was an action of the 3

group of many or of all old sergeants. They usually Croats an

i

' phere in which they might feel the concensus of opinions
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Lorm -becomes apparent. These clues bed repeat f ] _, that

;he norm was accepted by the majority of old serg :

Data has further confirmed the i\, is that the

mity of a large number of lower participants tends to reduce

;he compliance. The specific needs of lower participants seen

;o be the decisive factors in the functions of a group. An

ifficer, tor example, may prevent the massive disobedience

"rom happening if he avoids .reference to old sergeants'

iironic problems. However, since the old sergeants were

Lighly dissatisfied with the organization as a whole, we would

Lot expect the large group of them to have positive functions

.n the organisation.

Old sergeants and draftees were all dissatisfied with

;he organization, but old sergeants were rather unfriendly

;oward draftees. This was not only because of the differ-

ences in rank; only six old sergeants, squad leaders, had

'ights to give orders to draftees, but also more likely, old

sergeants wanted to prove that they had a higher status. Old

sergeants knew that draftees were leading an unhappy life,

)ut they would not lower their own status to sympathize with

Lraftees. Old sergeants never accepted draftees as friends

jecause of their need for status. The specific needs of per-

sonnel not only can decide the cohesion and the norms of

.nformal groupings of therm but can also decide h b,:rship

)f info 3 . Lngs.

Mutu 3
' ' > --Mutual helT was also a norm observable
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they should finish the others' wo:

Most frequently, old sergeants only helped, one ano -

to do some easy 30b, such as to check the posts. Even if one

had spent only ten minutes checking the posts for another, he

expected the other to do the same for him within a few days.

Twelve tines the author observed such occasions. Two inform-

ants, old sergeants, said that this was common among them.

Old sergeants' lack, of willingness to help si'

reflected the low cohesion of their group.

Companio ts'aip . --Old sergeants are best described as

leisure companions of one another. The author seldom found

that there was one who did not join others in his leisure.

They usually chatted, played, and, occasionally, gambled, with

others when they were not on duty. About fifteen old se:

who worked in one office chatted even when they were working.

A few old sergeants might be together more frequently,

but anyone might join with any other. Evenings when most old

sergeants were off duty, they usually gathered into a few

large groups of four to ten. A few might shift from one group

to another. Companionship seemed to be a function of the

large group of all old sergeants.

It was noticed that playmates had little sentiments

attached to one another. The author was surprised to see that

one playmate beat another in their bedroom while four others

lay in their beds with ease. an infoi ; nt said:

These guys would not b( bhe: to bak p; rt in any conflict
bet 3n brotl ' wouldn't 3 b :>n bl 3 fight unl
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.. . . Ho said he didn't feel well. God damn, he didn't
even like to talk with others, how could he feel ha;

We would be unhappy too; we have no money, no women, and
no future, just exactly like him. Why this tortoise's
son could not come to chat with others. He did not
even have a chance to forget (unhappy things) for
awhile.

As one criticized the political officer who complained

that old sergeants talked too much, in the office: "He just

doesn't know that we have to chat. Chatting with others

could make us happier."

The existence of the unity of the large group of all

old sergeants is a potential threat to the formal authority.

The function of maintaining old sergeants' emotional stability

could be better fulfilled by small primary groups. It seems

that the development of small primary groups is a better func-

tional alternative for companionship among the group of all

old sergeants

o

The three norms seemed to be generalizations of most

activities of the group of all old sergeants. The activities

of small primary groups of old sergeants has been omitted since

only nine of thirty-nine old sergeants had shown their com-

mitments to their small groups. Even these nine old sergeants

had never had high loyalty for their friends comparable to

that of highly involved draftees. No significant differences

in the actions of these nine old sergeants had been observed.
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specifications for draftees.

The attitudes of leaders toward draftees were very

authoritarian. They demanded blind, unquestioning, obedience.

They relied heavily on the use of punishment to support their

orders. They tended to set very high levels for draftees to

achieve in performing tasks or in conforming to any order,

since draftees would not do more than required. In other

words, draftees 5 compliance' with leaders was typically

mechanical.

The Threat of Punishment

Officers and squad leaders "believed, that the use of

punishment was the most effective means in controlling draf-

tees, who simply did not like their jobs. Four officers and

all squad leaders were questioned, all of them reported that

they could not imagine any method other than the threa.t of

punishment to make draftees work harder. As one platoon

leader, who had been in the company for five years, stated in

a conversation with the author:

. . . We can easily make them like us, but it is differ-
ent to make them work harder. They will ret do good
Jobs Just because they like us or respect us. we often
had better-liked officers in our company, but t\ e well-
liked officers were usually unsuccessful officers (in the
sen c;e of maintaining the high efficiency of tl 3 comp* ay).
Dr .fte< i liJ - L them only because they did not care
wl ''.

:: li ftees had done a good job. I believe that
draftees work hard only if they are afraid of being
punished. I don't think any other way would do any
good. (tape)

As a sol" '

] ?ader stated:

he simply could not m these draftees work if we didn't
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the official rules concerning the application of punishments

were rather vague. Squad leaders could punish one draftee

frequently, e. g. , to order him to carry one hour of extra

work once or twice every day. Many squad leaders had appar-

ently violated the rules; at least two squad leaders had

beaten their subordinates although it was an officially pro-

hibited action in any Chinese military unite As a natter of

fact, the excessive use of punishment was un-officially

approved hy the commander and a few other professional offi-

cers. Once a reserve officer submitted an official report to

advise that one squad leader must be changed because he pun-

ished all his subordinates by making them kneel on the ground,

an unbearable insult to any Chinese, and he also beat with a

stick the ones who refused to kneel. But the commander made

no reply. The commander himself over-stepped his rights; be

punished one draftee by making him clean toilets with his bare

hands.

The frequent use of punishment seemed to have force

draftees to maintain a high level of compliance with orders.

Take the guards for instance, the officers set very high stan-

dards for them to achieve. They were required to keep their

uniforms in perfect condition; the uniforms had to be clean

and well ironed; the bronze ornaments and shoes had to be

shining. They had to be perfect in manner. Thus, they had to

be perfectly clean. If any person yas approaching a post, the

guard must check the person's identification and package; he
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to join their basketball games. 3
' r one and one-1 1:

months, the deviance bad been increased by more than L'o per

cent in the weeks when the reserve officers took charge of

the O] 8: ative office. In the remaining weeks, deviant rate

inc :
."•. '., about 10 per cent. The author supposed that the

increase was because other officers and old sergeants had

tried harder to look for the deviance. These leaders might

Increase their pressure on draftees when the reserve offi<

spoiled them. But. this supposition seemed to be insignifi-

cant since the reserve officers themselves found a notable

increase in deviance. Two guards even napped on a remote post.

A rotable increase of draftees left the barracks to buy ice-

cream q:c for a drink.

Leaders often warned draftees before they needed to

punish. v/hen an officer announced an order, he might specify

what punishment would be received if anyone failed to reach

the satisfactory level of conformity. As an operative officer

announced before an anti-spy exercise: ". . . Anyone who

fails to stop an offender will have .no days off in the next

month. He will also carry one hour of extra work every c

in the next week. " Officers also consciously tried to mere

every draftee constantly feel the threat of punishment; they

announced everyday the names of enlisted men who had been pun-

ished* Thus, they threatened all enliated men when they pun-

ished one. As observed, about twelve ran back to their bod-

bo check theii c : after the operative officer
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they were off duty. But they often went too '' til

the operative officer announced that "west from the brj

north froj tl . Ld oi bhe path . . . is defined as "within

barracks. '
" When bhe company added a new post, guards seldom

bothered to keep civil: ls away from the post even thoi

every military police a i ] ie\s that it was a big mistake. When

the operative officer blamed them, they reported: "We didn't

know we had to keep the civilians away. We didn't see it in

the directives." Surely, the. 7 .'; draftees knew that the post

would be endangered if everybody could come close to it. But

these draftees would not think of it for a minute. All leaders

had been questioned, they all agreed that draftees would do no

more than they required, and they felt that they had to gi T

s

detailed directives if they expected draftees to do a good job.

Hence, leaders pushed draftees tc memorize pages of directives

about their regular work, to guard poets, and even irregular

assignments, e. g. , to guard the president. Once in awhile,

they announced a new directive if they found the old directives

were not sufficient.

moreover, the detailed directives included the levels

of coedee-It;) to t'-e ore"; .r.-.;
;

e, g : , bo;; en o ; ge i shou'ej I:

and how shining the bronze ornaments on tl tif >rm should be.

If a leader orders a draftee to clean a gun, the draftee

do it but will neve'j? do it perfectly. It seems that if a

leader gives an order witb five detailed directives, draftees

will conform to the five directives! If ten directives, they

will confor i ben.
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draftees to obey you, you have to maintain a distance fi

them. If you are too friendly to them, they will not be

afraid of you and will not obey you." Officers, except reserve

officers, also maintained their distinctions. It seems t

leaders have difficulty in punishing their friends.

The ritualism was also a part of the leaders' efforts

to maintain status. They wanted draftees to salute them and

to say ''report to the squad leader (or the operative officer) n

before they could report anything. If a draftee forgot the

salute or to- say "report", he might be punished by being-

forced to practice the military ritual. Thus, draftees could

not be friends with le-a.de.rs.

Ritualism seems also to have a function in legitimiz:

leaders' roles. It constantly reminds draftees that leaders

are assigned to be higher than they. A commander has said

that the military rituals were designed to train subordinates

to have the habits of obedience.

Prom these facts it appears that the hypothesis',

compliance tends to vary according to the threat of punishment

when official orders are frequently contrary to the values

and needs of lower participants, is true only if the organiza-

tion possesses the following conditions:

(a) orders are clearly defined.- they are clarified
to the minut Ll

s

(b) orders are of a n '
'

: " the conformity or 'the

results of the confc i

"

b; 5
:

. obi tble, and

(c) leaders must maintain a distance from their sub-
to 3Xoid. the difficulty of punisl

friends.
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leaders 5 four liked leaders willing to share the hards! i] with

them; a.nd four of them s; '

: ht to he ho:

fair to subordinates. Their ideal leaders seemed to corre-

spond to their needs, to reduce their hardship in their every-

day life.

To meet draftees' opinions, leaders in the Air Police

company could hardly match h expectations without sacrificing

the official purposes. Host, leaders knew well that draftees'

dissatisfactions were largely because their main task, to

guard the posts, was boring, and the pages of detailed direc-

tives concerning different orders were just nuisances (about

70 per cent of draftees punished were for the mistakes they

made in guarding the posts). Instead of considering draftees 1

needs, leaders had to force them to memoriae and to conform

to every detailed directive. If a guard failed to shine the

bronze ornaments on his uniform, . the Air 'Force Headquarters

might complain.

Leaders also knew well that they should be brief.

Every leader in the company had heard the jokes about tal

tive commanders. It seeraed that leaders did not have enc igl

time and energy to press bulks of necessary directives into

short sentences before they had to announce them. More impor-

tantly, draftees' complaints about the talkative leaders migl t

be : ; "' [ te • !

. .
.. :u,.t :k.:t ..".'.rest ". - i"o eke content of

orders announced.

They seemed to like the more democratic leaders, for
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:
; po: '

.t fact was that bis squad was often ranked at the

bottom in performing tasks, in cleaning guns, and in everyday

training. This squad leader was the only one being chosen by

the sixteen draftees.

We have mentioned that no popular leader had been a

successful leader in the company. It seems that the only way

leaders could satisfy draftees was to avoid strict orders or

to avoid forcing them to conform to strict orders. The two

reserve officers who had tried to reduce the use of puni

merits are examples. The two best squads of the company were

headed by two tyrannical squad, leaders.

In short, the author did not find any evidence that

draftees supported any strict order from any leader. The

leaders who gave hard, strict orders could not gratify draftees'

needs of reducing hardships, so could not become popular.

Leaders have to be able to gratify subordinates' needs if they

expect voluntary support. But, if subordinates' needs are

avoiding hard orders, the leader may have to sacrifice the

purposes of the organization. This was the reason that most

leaders in the company, who had the purpose of the organisa-

tion in mind, were very much disliked by draftees. A suc-

cessful democratic leader may be impossible in the company in

which subordinates' dissatisfactions largely stem, from the

content of official orders.

This conclusion, is drawn from data about all leaders

of draftees. Ho negative evidence has been found in the

company.
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lazy.

"

fter being threatened or blamed by officers, old ser-

geants tended to act more properly for awhile. They would

stay in the barracks in the evening, would be less likely to

argue with the operative officer about their share of work,

and, if they gambled, they would gamble quietly in a hidden

place in the barracks.

In performing some important tasks, e. g. 5
to guard

the president or other VHP's, officers usually did not need to

threaten old sergeants since they knew well that the disobedi-

ence would lead to severe punishment—a deviant might be

jailed for years, or, if his deviance endangered the security

of the president, he night be shot. Besides, old sergeants

seemed to 'be willing to perform "important tasks," since it

would, make them feel that they were important too. Two old

sergeants once felt very much disappointed because the opera-

tive officer assigned them to stay home while most others were

sent to a remote military base to guard the president and

other VIP 1 s in a military operation.

In general, officers, (except one tyrannical. commander

who had coin Landed the company in the first three months of

this study), were more humane, friendly, and democratic to old

sergeants. Besides avoiding the use of punishment, they often

showed their personal consideration for the old sergeants.

Q?b
;

presented gifts on some special occasions, e. g. , when

one married sergeant had a new baby. They also seemed to be
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of a disliked officer makes it easier to clarify the effects

of punishment. There was a c< ] jjuently bis

old sergeants in the front of tl .. :, and who was the only

commander who ever gave (official warnings) and more serious

punishment to old sergeants. The commander was disliked by

old sergeants. At least nine old sergeants were observed to

complain and to insult the commander in their conversations

with other old sergeants and, with the author, As one con™

plained in the author's bedroom:

He (the commander) is almost old enough to retire, but
he is still a captain. So he would like to do everything
he can. to get himself promoted- He does not care so
much what is our feeling. ... He cares only for what
he wishes ... I believe no old sergeant would like
hin ... He looks like a deg when he meets a high
ranking officer (he toadies to the high rank).

Despite the negative attitudes toward him, the commander had

controlled old sergeants in the first two months of this studj

.

Never had any old sergeant dared to disobey openly. The com-

mander watched old sergeants closely, so sergeants had few

chances to shirk work. For example, the commander hung a notebook

at each post. The sergeant who checked posts had to sign his

name at each post. The commander walked around the base all

day to check the notebooks to make sure that everybody was

doing what he had ordered. Obviously, the commander made

everybody work hard.

Other officers also threatened old sergeants once in

awhile. If the threat of punishment was not an effective

means, it would be impossible for an officer to use it.
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"lack of con?' ls for subordinates" had intensified

geants' hostility to an uncontrollable degree. In the

briefing after the operation, at least eighteen old sergeants

did directly attack the commander' s mishandling of then ai

they seemed to have "become very excited. As one attacked in

the briefing: "There was no reason for us to stand on posts

for nine hours; four hours should have been enough, Our com-

mander never knew that we were human beings. Ee just treated

us like stone pillars; put us on the posts and forgot us."

More important
5
old sergeants began to violate rules and dis-

obey orders more often though they were punished more fre-

quently, whenever there was a chance, they would try to

attack or to insult the commander (and even other officers).

As in an "honor and solidarity meeting," old sergeants (and a

few draftees) elected the commander to help in the kitchen in

preparing for the New Year's banquet.

Why could officers always control draftees by us:: g

punishment but they could not control the old sergeants? The

most important reason might be that the officers lacked means

of creating an ultimate threat which old sergeants dared not

face. To threaten a, draftee to prolong his service for one

year, would bo an ultimate threat which the draftee, by all

means, wanted to avoid. Thus, officers could always increase

the punishment until a draftee must obey absolutely. Many

draftees thought that to disobey a leader was stupid because

they would be punished and, finally, they had to conform in
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being punished. This is not sufficient for a comparison

tween the deviant rate of single men and of married ones since

officers threatened old sergeants more than they punished

them. In the last months of this study, only four old ser-

geants were punished, and they were all single men.

Data seems to support the hypothesis that compliance

varies according to the threat of punishment. But the threat

of punishment mas not sufficient if leaders could not create

an ultimate threat that subordinates want to avoid in any

situation. Old sergeants, especially the single men, were

people who had little to lose. Leaders might also have to be

able to minimize the hostility of subordinates toward them,

and/or ho minimize the dissatisfactions of subordinates with

the organization as a whole. Thus, the success of a leader

seemed to depend on his ability to maximize the threat on the

one hand, and to minimize the hostility on the other.

Data also suggested that the same punishment ma^ not

mean the same amount of threat to everybody. An example was

that some single men who seldom bothered to leave the barracks

on their day off might not be very much afraid of the loss of

days off. Therefore, "the threat of punishment" may be a more

suitable term than "punishment" in the study of "compliai •

Old sergeants' norm of seeking for status seemed to

have been one of tne causes for their disobeying orders.

Their feelings of loss of far.-' may intensify '''.air dissatis-

factions with leaders as seen in the fact that old sergeants
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make us sick. He is pleasant most of the time."

One of the three commanders who had command of the

company (in succession) in the eigl 3 of this study was

a well-liked and well- respected leader of old sergeants.

Sergeants compared him. with other commanders in the past few

years and praised him very much. As one said when chatting

with a few others: "Commander Ho (the well-liked one) never

liked him (another commander). Commander ho was always

reasonable to us, . . . Sure, commander lio was better than

any other commander we had in recent years." As observed,

never had. any old sergeant openly disobeyed his orders. Ee

did give strict orders and he did threaten to punish many old

sergeants who violated rules, but it seemed that no one I

ever become hostile toward him.

On the other hand, the disliked commander had met the

strong resistance by old sergeants as we have discussed, how-

ever, relying only on the voluntary support seemed to be

insufficient since there were still many orders which old ser-

geants tended to violate. Therefore, even the well-liked com-

mander had to threaten old sergeants with punishment fre-

quently. To.ej were highly dissatisfied soldiers. It is -

doubtful that any officer could gratify their needs and j

them support the officer 100 per cent. At least, no officer

in the company had ga: 2d sucb support that he did not need to

threaten the old se: g€ bs witb punisl ent.

Comparing old sergeants witb draftees, we may say tl t
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not. Even their smiling fj wei prel . The
informant aided, I agreed that :. .:"..

interested only in less wor] and i: gett: ; mo:
leisure time. (tape)

The well-liked commander also tended to avoid making

sergeants feel a loss of. face; he had never really punished

any old sergeant., Though he did threaten old sergeants fre-

quently, he seldom threatened them in front of all personnel.

He might call a sergeant to his office and tell him: t?What

were you doing? I will punish you next time. You guys j

don't look like soldiers. 0. E. , don't bother me again."

Then, he might let the sergeant go.

Moreover, the commander seldom showed his intention

to impress the higher command. His lack of motives to go

ahead was regarded 'by old sergeants as a virtue since an offi-

cer's promotion might also remain their problem of pe: i u d

low status. Old sergeants frequently belittled the ones who

tried to impress the higher command and praised, the ones -

did not. When they criticized an officer, they often men-

tioned that the officer tried to impress the higher comm

On the other hand, three draftees reported that draftees

simply did not pay attention to an officers' promotion at all.

In short, the commander's actions seemed to be well

uent with old sergeants' needs. Other officers, except

the disliked commander, also followed this pattern to a less

extent. All officers in the company had been closely observed

since the author and other officers more or less belonged to

the sa in 'o 1 group. The author feels that we can treat
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dissatisfied largely with the content of official 01 \

soldiers dissatisfied mainly because of some reasons other

than the content of orders. In leading the first type of

dissatisfied lower participants, leaders may not "be able to

gain the voluntary support without sacrificing the purposes

of the organization. Draftees did not show their unwilling-

ness to support the purposes of the organization, but they

were unwill ing to conform to the orders which were essential

to achieving the purposes of the organization, Organizational

goals seemed to be remote from the problems of voluntary com-

pliance, In leading the second type of dissatisfied soldiers,

leaders may gain the voluntary support without sacrificing

the organizational goals; leaders may gratify soldiers' needs

and evoke voluntary compliance with their orders.
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groups . ;hin the organization) than among the old sergeants

(only 1/4- belonged to primary groups within the organization).

Oi i int< rp tation will deal with bhe conditions under which

strong primary group relations are formed in an organization

of this character, and the relationship between compliance

and strength of group cohesion as it is modified by the size

and type of group in which it is observed.

Formation of Primary Groups

Draftees were young boys (twenty to twenty-two years

of age) who joined the army for the first time. They felt

constantly under the stress of rigid military discipline,

and they needed, the help and 'personal consideration from others

in adjusting to the hostile environment, the military organi-

zation. Therefore, most of them participated in primary

groups in which they offered one another help and consideration.

All old sergeants had. been in the military for more

than ten years. They were well adjusted in the organization,

and they needed leisure companionship rather than personal

considc ration. Therefore, a few of them participated in

highly cohesive primary groups though most of them (old

timers) were friends.

Compliance and. Group Cohesion

Two reasons explained the relation that compliance

varied ' ctly with the cohesion of the small primary group;

1. Buddies had s1 ] shments to one

id to see one another being
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1. Mechanical compliance vari^.j
:

\.
r

'
-

•' Lth the

threat of punishment. This relation vjas true only if

leaders had:

a. Clarified his orders to the minute detail since

subordinates would not do more than the leader-

had specified;

he Designed his orders so that conformity or the

results of the conformity was observable. This

was necessary for the application of punishments; and

c, Maintained social distance from their subordinates

to avoid the difficulty of punishing friends.

2. The gratification of subordinates' needs directly

related, to voluntary compliance. Officers could not

evoke the voluntary compliance of draftees because

officers had to give hard orders which were contrary

to draftees' needs, reducing hardships. On the other

hand, officers could gratify old sergeants' needs for

status without avoiding hard orders. Officers could

evoke the voluntary compliance of old sergeants, not

draftees.

Discussion

The Study of Informal Groupings
in an Organization

We found in the Air Police company that a large infor-

mal group and smaller groups within the large group have con-

trary com ,..<-,vunceo on the compliance: the unity of the large
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over, lower participants. Tr _v , , the use of purd '

'

:

: s

the only effective means for leaders in the relocation camps.

2* In an insurance company, a supervisor who could

create only a limited threat over the agents under him. The

conformity of agents was not highly observable. Kence the

supervisor cannot he authoritarian in leading his agents. On

the other hand, agents have a desire to do the work in their

own way. The supervisor can gratify their needs by alio

them to do the work according to their wishes, Therefore,

the democratic supervisor tends to increase the productivi-

ties because he has gratified the agents' needs (providing

the agents' desire to do a good nob).

5« In the American Navy, a captain has highly rou-

tinized task structures, so the conformity of his crew is

highly observable. The captain has no difficulty to detect

devieaice and he has the ability to apply strong sanctions.

Therefore, he can be authoritarian in commanding his battle-

ship. His ritualism also facilitates the application of

sanctions and the legitimation of application of sanctions.

On the other band, the captain can hardly gratify the iieeds

of his isolated crew.

These examples may have demonstrated that the effects

of leadership on compliance can be understood by analyzing

the two factors, the threat of punishment and the gratifica-

tion of sub ordi na te s ' n eeds

.
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All officers agreed that old sergeants we:

dissatisf led. The manor sources of their dissatisfactions

were their low pay, low status, and marriage problem,

cers also reported a strong tendency of old sergeants to

di sobey offi cers

.

Officers typically complained of the existence of the

unity among a large number of old sergeants. In one infantry

company, the group of more than twenty sergeant? struck to

force the commander to grant more privileges to them. Offi-

cers of this unit gave the informal leader of the group of

old sergeants a nickname., "the Vic e-Company"Commander. "

Obviously, the alienation of old. sergeants is a

serious problem in the Chinese army. Fourteen out of eighteen

officers voluntarily stated their difficulties in leading old

sergeants. The top Military Police officers also had stated

in the front of hundreds of lower rank officers (and reserve

officers) at the Military Police Training School: "If you

can be successful in commanding old sergeants, you are a

successful officer." The dissatisfied draftees were not a

problem to officers, since officers could always overrule

draftees.

However, we should not exaggerate the problems in the

Chinese army. Officers also reported that their units could

'

JTn one infantry company, none of the old sergeants
were married. Their needs for wives could be seen in the
stories that many of them fall ir love with prostitutes—ar
unusual phenomenon in Chinese society.
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;-7e had not collected, sufficient data to suggest a precise

relation between organizational effectiveness and compliance

Further study of this relation may be reco: Led.
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This is an -xploratory study of a Chinese Air Police

Company. The company was characterized by a rigid and severe

system of rule enforcement and by a high degree of dissatis-

faction on the part of the lower echelons of its membership.

One of the foci, of this study was to inquire into the effects

of leadership and primary or "buddy" groups on the performance

of the company. We were seeking to derive both hypotheses

for relating the phenomena we observed and a conceptual frame-

work for its interpretation. We found in our study of buddy

groups in the company:

1. The incidence of strong buddy group formation was

far greater among the inductees (2/3 belonged to primary

groups within the organization) than among the professional

sergeants (only 1/4- belonged to primary groups within the

organization).

Draftees were young boys (twenty to twenty-two years

of age) who Joined the army for the first time. They felt

constantly under the stress of rigid military discipline, and

they needed help and personal consideration from others in

adjusting to the hostile environment, the military organiza-

tion. Therefore, most of them participated in buddy groups

in which, they offered one another help and consideration.

All old sergeants had been in the military for more

than ten years. They were well adjusted in the organization,

end they needed only the leisure companionship rather th .

personal consideration. Therefore, only a few of them par-

ticipated in highly cohesive buddy groups though most of them
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c. The large group has more chances to help one

another to shirk work.

In our study of leadership, we found that the tb

of punishment and the gratification of inductees' needs :

two factors which tended to evoke compliance:

1. Mechanical compliance varied ^cordin^ with the

threat of punishment. But this relation was true only if

leaders had:

a. His orders clarified to the minute detail since

inductees would not do more than what leaders

had specified;

b. His orders designed in the ways that the con-

formity or the results of the conformity was

observable. This was necessary for the applica-

tion of punishments, and

c. To maintain a social distance from their subordi-

nates to avoid the difficulty of punishing friends.

2. The gratification of subordinates' needs direct]

related to voluntary compliance. In most occasions, officers

in the Air Police Company could evoke little voluntary com-

pliance either because they had little sources to gratify

inductees' needs or because they could not gratify inductees'

needs without avoiding hard orders.


